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From start to end and beginning to finish, faith forever,
Not regards to relinquish, but to distinguish, the faith forever;
To honour and trust, what is true and right is to have faith forever,
To do and to know, and hope in all the unseen, brings faith forever.

  

Faith forever is the willingness for truth to believe what should be,
Faith forever is to look straight and right at what is true and correct;
Faith forever is the love of God and looking to things in the light,
Faith forever is loyalty and life, that God holds in his hands all the right.

  

From moment to moment, through all the thick of it all, is faith forever,
To see clearly and truly, to speak rightly, is to have faith forever,
To say what you mean in a nice way or fashion, is faith forever,
To hold onto what you believe to be right, to know it is faith forever.

  

Faith forever is never to doubt in any kind of weather,
Faith forever is to hold in your heart the things that are right to God;
Faith forever is showing you care at any time all throughout the years,
Faith forever is willingness to do what is right and look to the future.

  

From day to day as the world passes away is to have faith forever,
To become what may, as the earth turns each day, is faith forever,
To believe what has passed and live in the present, is faith forever,
To trust and obey, like there's no other way, is to have faith forever.

  

Faith forever, no matter what weather, your where there is faith forever,
Faith forever, come what may and what might besides my Lord is faith forever;
Faith forever is to face the mirror and see yourself with faith forever.
Faith forever to finish it all, is faith to find the faith in faith forever.

  

Signed,
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